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Defence Aid 
EPORTING to Parliament on the results of his visits to the United States 
and the Soviet Union to secure assistance for the Five-Year Defence 

Plan, Defence Minister Chavan carefully emphasised that in both countries 
he had found "a complete recognition" of India's policy of non-alignment. 
This is, of course, very satisfying since it: has been an important considera
tion with us not to rely for defence aid exclusively or overwhelmingly on 
any country or bloc. There does indeed seem to be an appreciation of this 
in the countries we have approached. In the U S attitude in particular it 
is possible to discern a marked change, based on the implicit acknowledg
ment that "Soviet military aid to India has much the same immediate moti
vation in terms of India's needs as the similar help being given by the U S". 

The results are reflected in the commitments that have been received 
from the principal aid-givers. The exact financial figures are not very mean
ingful since the pricing of military supplies is admittedly arbitrary. What 
is significant is that the U S now seems to be less averse to giving aid for 
the expansion of defence production in India than she was some time ago. 
As Chavan pointed out, a substantial proportion of U S aid is earmarked 
for modernisation of ordnance factories and for setting up the artillery shell 
plant at Ambajhari. Soviet aid is for the three factories making up the 
MIG complex and for the purchase of a sufficient number of MIG-21 air
craft to re-equip three of our fighter squadrons. The Soviet Union wil l also 
sell us on credit a certain number of light tanks, particularly important in 
the context of our needs on the mountainous northern border, and heli
copters. The U K, which Chavan expects to visit in November-December 
this year, has agreed to help in the reconstruction of the Mazagaon Docks 
and the subsequent construction there of three Leander-class frigates. 

There have been disappointments, of course. In particular, the U S 
wi l l still not sell us supersonic lighter aircraft, ostensibly on the ground 
that since we already have plans for producing MIGs and HF-24s the ques
tion of introducing another type of supersonic aircraft is not urgent. At the 
same time, a team of American experts who came to India immediately 
after Chavan's U S visit are known to have pointed out that development 
of a Mach II engine to convert the currently trans-sonic HF-24 into a super
sonic aircraft would take very long and would require besides substantial 
assistance in designing, tooling and finance. Though Chavan did not say 
so in his statement, the prospects of such assistance forthcoming from the 
LI S are not exactly bright at the moment. 

While these gaps are there, it is nevertheless significant that the U S, 
the Soviet Union and the U K have committed substantial aid for our de
fence build-up programme. To that extent the Government of India may 
claim to have performed the delicate act of reconciling military dependence 
on the power blocs and non-alignment. Of course, this has been made 
possible by the far-reaching changes in international alignments in recent 
years rather than by any diplomatic adroitness on our part. The Sino-
Soviet split which largely accounts for the Soviet Union's open-handedness 
also explains the American readiness to stomach Soviet military aid to India 
in the expectation that i t wi l l further exacerbate Sino-Soviet relations. Non-
alignment in the narrow sense of not going over entirely to either side has, 
therefore, become rather easy—easy enough to lul l us into complacency 
about other dangers to our independent foreign policy. 
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These dangers stem from the fact 
that the US , and less obviously the 
Soviet Union, have distinct interests 
to preserve vis-a-vis Communist China 
which are not necessarily co-terminus 
wi th our own interests. It is futile to 
"reaffirm India's determination to 
adhere to the policy of non-alignment" 
at every turn if we move, however 
slowly, to a sharing of U S involve
ments in South-East Asia even if this 
may provoke no immediate reaction 

from the Soviet Union. 

HE two ugly sisters have been 
put in their places and Cinder-

alla has found her Prince Charming, 
The fitting of slippers and consequen
t ial arrangements are yet to take place 
though. Powerlooms (why not call 
them weaving mills?) have, for long, 
been the most dynamic sector in the 
textile industry. Wedged between fin
ancially powerful mills and politically 
buttressed handlooms, they have been, 
at best, tolerated as a nuisance, at 
worst, condemned as interlopers and 
tax-evaders. Their contribution to cloth 
output, employment, diffusion of entre-
preneurship and development of indi
genous skills and technical ingenuity 
has been ignored. The report of the 
Asoka Mehta Committee is the first 
official document which views their 
place in the economy and their prob
lems in the right perspective. The sta
tistical basis of the report is admitted
ly rather slender but too much need 
not be made of this limitation, as one 
member of the Committee has done 
in his minute of dissent. Data on pow
erlooms are difficult to get largely be
cause textile policy and excise adminis
tration have consistently sought to vic
timise them. That the powerloom in
dustry has survived and expanded at 
a remarkable pace offers evidence of 
springs of entrepreneurship in unre
cognised quarters—and these springs 
have not run dry in spite of more than 
a decade of misconceived policies and 
attitudes. 

It is perhaps a historical accident 
that the cotton mi l l industry grew in 
the first half of this century on a ver
tically integrated basis, except in the 
South. Only since 1956 there has been 
a widespread and rapid growth of 
spinning mills. This is largely due to 
the Government's policy of not allow
ing, in general, any expansion of mill 
loomage, so as to reserve an increasing 
share of the cloth market for the de
centralised sector which, to those who 

Yet the ominous signs ate there al
ready. The lack of a firm response 
from the Government of India, last 
year even when Pandit Nehru was 
alive, to the intrusion of the U S 
Seventh Fleet into the Indian Ocean 
and, more recently, to the proposal to 
establish U S bases in the Indian 
Ocean is not an isolated diplomatic 
omission. The smaller non-aligned 
countries in the region have been pro
voked by these developments to raise 
the question of a nuclear-free Indian 

habitually wear blinkers, has always 
meant handlooms. There are now 223 
spinning mills wi th 3,56,000 spindles 
against 291 composite mills having 
11,11,000 spindles. Production of mill 
cloth has stagnated at between 4,800 to 
5,000 million yards since 1958 (partly 
owing to the shift towards higher 
counts and construction). The Com
mittee estimates current powerloom 
output at 1,000-1,100 million yards and 
handloom output at 2,000-2,100 million 
yards. Powerloom output was 250 mil
lion yards at the end of the First Plan 
and 600 million yards at the end of 
the Second. Handloom output rose 
from 1,450 million yards at the end 
of the First Plan to 2,000 million 
yards only at present. The report 
comes to the forthright conclusion 
that handlooms should not be per
petually conceived as handlooms but 
as a sector that must progressively 
shift to the use of power. The employ
ment potential of this shift would be, 
on the whole, positive—and the tech
nological and entrepreneurial potential 
would, of course, be immense. Without 
any undue rigidity about mil l loom ex
pansion, the expansion pattern envisag
ed is, therefore, largely horizontal, with 
relatively large scale spinning mills and 
decentralised (but not excessively dis
persed), increasingly power-using weav
ing sheds which would evolve into 
weaving mills and/or share the neces
sary pre-weaving and post-weaving 
facilities. The Committee pays the 
usual homage to co-operativisation but 
does not insist upon it as a condition 
of official recognition and assistance. 

The basic problems of powerlooms 
are (apart from official recognition of 
their existence, whether authorised or 
unauthorised) the supply of yarn and 
adequate working capital. Art silk 
weavers are, of course, bedevilled with 
import problems but they can, on the 
whole, look after themselves. Cotton 
weavers complain about the unsatisfac-

Ocean as an urgent issue, but India's 
initiative has been noticeably absent. At 
the coming Cairo Conference of non-
aligned nations it is perhaps Ceylon 
who wi l l raise this vital issue, with 
India merely falling in line, no doubt 
as inconspicuously as possible. 

If indeed we have so successfully 
preserved our non-alignment, why is 
it that the leadership of the non-
aligned group is so perceptibly slipping 
from our hands? 

tory quality of yarn delivered, parti
cularly by composite nulls, and their 
inability to obtain finance from banks 
and even money lenders, partly be
cause their installations are 'unautho 
rised' in the eyes of the Textile Com-
misioner. A l l these are indications of 
faulty controls and regulations, though 
the large powerloom interests have 
contributed their own share of excise 
evasion. Composite mills deliver infe
rior yarn because they are required to 
make deliveries at specified levels, not 
because they look upon powerlooms 
and handlooms as a market to be cul
tivated. Working capital is not avail
able because the Textile Commission 
probably regards the fulfilment of com
plex registration formalities as more 
important than larger, but statistically 
unverifiable, production and employ
ment. The problems of excise collec
tion have been largely solved by shift
ing the tax from fabrics to yarn and 
post-weave processing, but working 
capital has still to be arranged. 

For some reasons, unexplained and 
difficult to understand, the Committee 
has come out firmly against the use of 
secondhand looms purchased from 
mills. It has in fact suggested that 
mills should make their looms unser
viceable before selling them and that 
the present rigid controls on loom 
transactions should be continued, if not 
strengthened further. A new cotton 
powerloom costs about Rs 3,000 while 
secondhand looms can be had for less 
than Rs 500. True, the latter would be 
less efficient and have a shorter life 
but, wi th some ingenious local recondi
tioning and crude, but again local, im
provisation, they do serve the weavers  
purpose and are well within their 
means. Why must they depend only on 
the supply of new looms and the vag
aries of manufacturers? Alternatively, 
why should Government create another 
grey market and go on a purposeless 
chase of its own making? 

Powerlooms in Perspective 
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